Planning for your assignments

As a student you will be required to complete a number of assignments each semester,
so it is important to plan these out.
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To effectively plan for your assessment across a semester, it is important to review the
documentation associated with your courses. The key document you should read prior to
commencing your study is the Course Speciﬁcations.

Review the course speciﬁcations document associated with your course and ask yourself the following
key questions:

1

What are the course objectives? Each course has a deﬁned set of objectives. You will be
assessed on these in your assignments and other activities.

2

What is the assessment for this course and when is it due? Check under the
‘assessment’ section as this will outline what types of activities you will be assessed on and
when they need to be completed. Use these dates in your semester planner.

3

What is the weighting for each assessment? How many marks is each assignment
or exam worth? You can use this information to work out how much time you need to
spend on each activity.

Once you have identiﬁed these key details you can then plan across your semester of study. To do this
you should:

Use a calendar

–

Include the assessment dates for all your courses on the calendar. Draft study schedules are available
online via the USQ Social Hub website: https://social.usq.edu.au/study-tips/time-management-templatespage

Plan for other important life events

For example, you may work or have other responsibilities. You need to plan for these alongside your
study. Ideally you should plan holidays outside of study periods.

–
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Planning for each assignment

The semester timetable will reveal clusters of assignment
submission dates or other activities, this means that you
can now plan to space your preparation for assignments to
avoid bottle necks.

Start by pinpointing the assignment submission date. Then work backwards through the stages of
preparation required for completion to identify a start date. There are seven key stages:

End with reviewing your
assignment feedback

7

6

Getting Feedback – Review your feedback to
learn how to do better on your next assessment

Revise – Proofread, edit and polish your work
for submission

Begin early in the
semester

5

Referencing – Back yourself up by referencing
your ideas

4

Write-up – Write out a draft of your assignment

3

Planning – Structure and organise your ideas

2

Research – Find quality materials to draw on to
formulate your response

1

Task Analysis – Work out what the assignment
asks you to do
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Template for assignment planning
Create your own assignment plan using the template below. All you have to do is put deadline dates in
the third column, and put the number of hours you wish to allocate to each step in the second
column.

Put it somewhere that you will see it often, and reward yourself when you meet a deadline on time.

The Seven Steps

Step One: Task Analysis
Read the task sheet and
marking rubric. Break
down the assignment
question. Identify what is
required.

Step Two: Conduct
Research
Identify relevant
information sources.
Gather materials and do
background reading.
Reﬂect and start to
formulate ideas.

Step Three: Plan out
your Assessment
Brainstorm and develop
your response. Order
your notes and ideas.
Write a plan and follow a
structure.

Step Four: Writing the

How long will it take?

When will I do it?

Assignment
Cover one idea at a time
and write clearly. Make
sure your ideas relate to
each other.

Step Five:
Referencing Document
your research trail as you
go. Use the appropriate
referencing style. Check
your work against Library
Referencing Guides.

Due Date

Step Six: Revise and
Submit
Draft, draft, redraft and
proofread. Revisit your
task sheet and rubric.
Submit your work on
time.

Step Seven: Review your
Feedback
Read your Examiner or
Marker comments. Stay
positive and use
feedback to improve.
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Further Support
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Study Support, USQ Library can help you to develop your academic learning, language, and maths skills
for success at university. Consultations with Learning Advisors and Librarians are available face-to-face,
online, by phone, or email.

